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Beautiful, nice and interesting presents the final works by six
graduates from this year’s MA Fine Arts programme. Featuring
a range of media and techniques, it explores the reflexive
relationship between artistic learning and practice.
The premise of this tongue-in-cheek title is to unpack how
certain terminologies are deemed to be negative in talking
about art. This group of artists has opted to critically look
beyond the superficiality of such words and delve deeper
into the ambivalences, tensions and paradoxes within
contemporary art practice.

Erman Ashburn
Lizzie Wee
Pratibha Nambiar
Tianyue Wang
Victoria Hertel
Zoya Chaudhary
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Foreword

Dr S. Chandrasekaran
Head, McNally School of Fine Arts

The Beautiful, nice and interesting exhibition demonstrates
how our graduates have undertaken all forms of
challenges as artists, as well as negotiated their artistic
knowledge as researchers. These sorts of inquiries are
embedded within their learning journey. At the end of that
journey, they can be a thinking artist within their artistic
practice. This is one of the key visions for our MA Fine
Arts programme at LASALLE College of the Arts.
Our MA programme provides learning experiences that
go beyond classroom teaching. In November 2020, the
programme conducted a postgraduate symposium titled
Archipelagic Encounters in collaboration with the Centre of
Visual Art, University of Melbourne. The symposium provided
an international platform for our postgraduates to share
their artistic practices globally. Lizzie Wee, Victoria Hertel
and Pratibha Nambiar were also invited to two Shared
Campus global exchange initiatives, Hacking Global Pop Icons

with Zurich University of the Arts (ZHdK), University of the
Arts London and Hong Kong Baptist University; and The Ghost
in Walls with ZHdK and Chinese University of Hong Kong.
These same students were also invited to another online
international project titled Let’s Meet Tomorrow Before the End
of Our Time organised by the Academy of Art in Szczecin and
Trafo Center for Contemporary Art. It also included students
from other arts universities such as the US, Ecuador and
Taiwan. The final outcome of the collaborative project will be
exhibited at Tunghai University Gallery, Taichung (Taiwan).
For this year, we are proud to mention that Erman Ashburn
was appointed as one of the moderators for the online
undergraduate symposium Transmissions Dissertation
Symposium 2021.
As part of the learning journey to becoming a professional
artist, our postgraduates were encouraged to participate
in the annual work-in-progress show. This year, Tilt was
exhibited at the Institute of Contemporary Arts Singapore’s
Project and Praxis Space galleries from 28 Nov 2020 to 20
Feb 2021.
Pratibha Nambiar and Victoria Hertel were also invited to
work with local artists to capture the everyday events on the
streets for the Vans Collections organised by Funan Mall.

On behalf of the School, I will like to wish our graduates great
success in their future endeavours. Also, I will like to thank
Programme Leader Dr Ian Woo, Adeline Kueh and the rest of
the staff (full-time and part-time) for their contributions
in ensuring the success of our graduates.
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A drink in hand
Dr Ian Woo

Visitor (with drink in hand): Congratulations…beautiful show!
Curator to visitor (without drink in hand): And….?
Artist (Takes a sip with a drink in hand and walks away).

Beautiful, nice and interesting is the title of this year’s graduating
cohort’s final exhibition. Upon receiving news of these choice
words, it impressed upon me a caricature setting, prompting
a familiar art world commentary not a long time ago. The
phrase ‘beautiful, nice and interesting’ often refers to acts of
pleasure and passivity associated with the sensorial experience
of listening, tasting, looking and less about thinking. It was
Oscar Wilde that lamented that “Thinking is the most unhealthy thing in the world and people die of it just like they die
of any disease.” But what is it about thinking that we dread?

Let’s think about a moment in time where the assumptions of
‘ugly, horrible and boring’ came to test and undermine art in
the form of the Avant-Garde. Examples in respective order
of my senses include de Kooning’s Woman, 1; Buñuel’s and
Dali’s Un Chien Andalou; and John Cage’s 4’33”. In the essay,
The ‘Ugliness’ of the Avant-Garde, Mechtild Widrich refers to
the cycle of public taste being tested and eventually inducted
whenever a certain aesthetic provocation is introduced.

‘Artists searching for the ugly instead of consoling us with beauty.
They forget that every new work of creative design is ugly until it
becomes beautiful; that we usually apply the word beautiful to those
works of art in which familiarity has enabled us to grasp the unity
easily, and that we find ugly those works in which we still perceive
the unity only by an effort.

- Mechtild Widrich, The Ugliness of the Avant-Garde 1
So, can we apply Widrich’s “familiarity” and “effort” to an
example of art that questions aesthetic expression? John Cage’s
‘carte blanche’ response upon seeing Rauschenberg’s early
monochromes seems like an appropriate example advocating
boredom and nothingness.

To Whom / No subject / No image / No taste / No object /
No beauty / No message / No talent / No technique (no why) /
No idea / No intention / No art /No object / No feeling / No black /
No white (no and).

- John Cage, writing about Rauschenberg’s Monochromes2
In conventional thought, the terms ‘beautiful, nice and
interesting’ assumes that all art is objectively equal in its
value to this world. This statement on closer inspection has no
meaning whatsoever, simply because not all art is ‘beautiful,
nice and interesting’. In a radical response to Rauschenberg’s
early uncoloured monochromes, Cage begins and ends the
description of these works in the form of a series of negations.
These pronouncements are repeated as manifestos subverting
the descriptions of knowledge and feelings of art, both human
entities to apprehend the value and status of art objects. I see
Cage’s ‘zero mantras’ as a clean slate to unpack and reevaluate
our mnemonic opinions about ‘cutting edge’ art. Every decade,
this search is a form of retaliation to refuse the probability of
art succumbing to the numbness of an unexamined life.
Twenty twenty-one is a year after COVID-19’s rise to
abounding limitations within and around us. Drinks are no
longer served at openings. It is also the first year in which our

fine arts graduates have to respond to ways of looking at art,
both physical and virtual. The value of the ‘real’ and
‘artifice’ are often inseparable as we subject ourselves to
representations within representations of dualisms between
people and environment. I can cite, by scanning through
the countless invitations to online exhibitions, how I often
wonder if the value of photographs and videos has diffused
into a quality of vagueness in this life of constant streaming?
The challenge of an artist today, navigating his or her art
practice between the boundaries of real and virtual spaces
have become a series of endgames. How do artists develop
their voice in these difficult times of restricted access and
mobility? Is it possible to find uncharted ‘real estate’
to inhabit between our living rooms and online monitors?
What do we do in these times of international lockdown? Is
the idea of carte blanche even possible since ‘nothingness’
has become a cliché of its own device evident in the recent
onslaught revival of minimalist living?
This year’s cohort belongs to a generation that grew up in the
millennium. The idea of the ambiguous, multifaceted and
appropriated are familiar constructs and methods to how
they seek and navigate through ‘simulated’ geographies and
checkpoints. As the COVID cohort, we saw within them a
determination and resilience to straddle the limits of learning,
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amidst physical and logistical boundaries. With their generous
sharing of food, humour and reflexivity, they were able to work
with the ‘genres’ connecting the dots to their own practice
between reflection and remediation.
Evident as I visit this exhibition: delights of an urban girl’s
dream, empowered by elemental forces, collecting aura for
alter egos. Bloom, an organic appearance of a yellow wall,
made up of primal patterns, drawing the continuous, the
infinite, expanding the pattern of the everyday. While
approaching a corridor, a lined arrangement of photographs
of bedrooms appears, relaying intimate signals coping with
the demands of aspiration and meritocracy. Chatter awaits
as we shift to the screening of a sitcom of a ‘homecoming’,
where multiple protagonists reenact roles from matriarch to
sisterhood, awaiting the arrival of their favourite daughter.
Later, we move among debris of media and footage, morphed,
time manipulated where text and shadows reveal the voice of
commitment and solidarity. Finally, life becomes ‘space noir’
as earth shards and splatters punctuate as black destinations,
finding counterpoint, questioning resolution.
With these fruits of time spent in practice, thinking and
writing, what does one make of the future that awaits these
graduates? Can one see this crisis as an opportunity or period
of rebuilding the body, mind and spirit of the artist?

I think if we are to believe in a possible future, we will need
to continue, whether there is an audience or not, to prepare
and practice today and tomorrow. We need to ‘make work’
regardless. So as ‘to be ready’ when the moment comes
and ‘when the gates are open.’

Here’s to the graduating MA Fine Arts cohort of 2021:
A toast! (with a drink in hand.)

Notes
1. Pop, Andrei and Widrich, Mechtild (eds). Ugliness: The Non-Beautiful in Art
and Theory. I.B.Tauris, 2014.
2. Genauer, Emily.“Art and Artists: Musings on Miscellany.” New York Herald
Tribune, December 27, 1953.

Dr Ian Woo is an artist influenced by forms of modernism and perceptual abstraction.
Woo’s work is in the collection of major institutions such as ABN AMRO, Singapore
Art Museum, The Istana Singapore, National Gallery Singapore, Suzhou Center,
UBS, and the Mint Museum of Craft & Design, USA. He is currently Programme
Leader of the MA Fine Arts programme at LASALLE College of the Arts.
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Erman Ashburn

Multiple Choice - All of the below

3D-printed miniature tables (55 pieces);
9cm x 8cm x 6.5cm each set, 2021

Multiple Choice - All of the above

Chromaluxe HD metal prints and
sound (55 pieces); 9cm x 16cm each, 2021
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Erman Ashburn

Erman (b. Singapore) is an educator and a visual artist whose practice explores the complex relationships in Singapore’s youth
culture. Looking primarily at school-going teenagers, Erman considers their psyche and aspirations in relation to the ideals of
meritocracy and social mobility in the Singapore city-state. Their sense of isolation, disenfranchisement and alienation will also
be addressed.
Erman has also worked on other projects that relate to social commentary. These include projects relating to Singapore’s diminishing bird-fighting community and sculptural pieces that explore the psyche, affluence and meritocratic ideals of youth in the
Singapore city-state.
Captivated by youth culture, Erman has gathered and led a community of art educators to create artworks in Singapore with
youths since 2011. Recent exhibitions and community art outreach projects include Project Adam (2015) at Adam Road Hawker
Centre; Embracing Diversity in Unity (2016) at Jurong Regional Library; Project Synthesis (2017) at Jalan Bahar Clay Studio and By
The Minute (2018) at HortPark.

ermanashburn.myportfolio.com
Instagram: @ermanashburn
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Tianyue Wang

Through Her Eyes
- a page from
her notebook

Paint and prints on wall;
dimensions variable,
2020-2021

Through Her Eyes - pick and shop

3 acrylic stands on wooden shelf, wall mesh with
16 cards, paint on wall; dimensions variable
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Tianyue Wang

Tianyue Wang is a painter and illustrator. She finished her Bachelor of Fine Arts in Painting at Maryland Institute College of Art
(MICA) and is currently studying an MA in Fine Arts at LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore.
Wang’s art practice focuses on abstract mixed material painting and digital arts. Inspirations come from her daily life, books, and
media. She records visions in her mind and creates portraits through her language of creation. Her recent practice examines ways
in which Chinese young women express themselves in virtual communities.

Instagram: @KkMiyan
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Lizzie Wee

Homecoming - The Conversations

4K digital video 16:9, iMac, colour, sound; duration: 32mins 18secs,
A4-sized character sheets (6 pieces), 2021

Help me save you

Single-channel digital video, colour, sound, 16:9 format;
duration: 5mins, 2020
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Lizzie Wee

Lizzie Wee (b. Singapore) is a multidisciplinary artist, designer, illustrator, art director, and video editor. She has lived in many
cities including Kuala Lumpur, Hong Kong, Berlin, Boston, New York, and Singapore. Her current research examines and maps
the roles of Southeast Asian women in pop culture and visual media to investigate themes of identity and belonging.
After spending most of her formative years in America and receiving her BFA from New York University, Wee returned to Asia.
From 2015 to 2017, Wee worked in Sotheby’s Hong Kong. She moved to Singapore thereafter and worked with Kitchen Hoarder
Pte Ltd., a small women-run production team focusing on lifestyle and food content.
In 2020, Wee began pursuing her MA with LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore. Given her love of discovering the world
through art, food, and culture, she strives to create art and ideas that help others better understand the world in which we live.
She works with mediums such as digital illustration, video, and performance. She participated in the Hacking Global Pop Icons
Shared Campus Program, with an ongoing online collaborative piece, www.holygreta.com.

lizzie@juicypeche.com
Instagram: @lizmiester123
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Pratibha Nambiar

Saturation

Wall drawing; soap, spices and cloth;
dimensions variable, 2020-2021

Drawing Tools

Soap, spices, cloth, brush, metal wires, chalk, jute thread, brass wire,
bamboo sticks; dimensions variable, 2020-2021
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Pratibha Nambiar

Oscillating between drawings and objects, Pratibha Nambiar (b. India) has a keen interest in creating a discourse on the
unexplained and the invisible, especially in the performative elements of the everyday. Her current practice revolves between
conceptual drawings, objects and domestic rituals. Some of her research concerns include asking what rituals are, what place
does the domestic everyday actions play in rituals and how does space, time and being respond to these ritualistic actions. The
body of work created is an outcome of this exploration - a dialogue between the performative and transitory elements of rituals
in the everyday and the abstracted elements in drawings.
Pratibha had completed her Bachelors and Masters in Painting from Karnataka Chitrakala Parishath, Bangalore prior to
pursuing an MA in Fine Arts at LASALLE College of Arts, Singapore. She also worked as an art educator at Chinmaya
International Residential School, Coimbatore (India). Pratibha has exhibited in group shows in India, Singapore and Germany.
She has taken part in many artist-run workshops/events. She also took part in an art residency conducted at Delhi, India.

pratibhanambiar.com
Instagram: @jopetty
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Victoria Hertel

Shift

Stainless steel rods, stainless
steel wires, brass clamps, metal
weights; graphite powder and
dust on cotton voile, dimensions
variable, 2021

Silver Lining

Metal spring clip, black iron nail, sumi
ink, graphite powder, gum arabic and
spirit vinegar on raw cotton fibre; 30 cm
x 15 cm x 11 cm, 2020
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Victoria Hertel

Victoria Hertel is a German-Venezuelan artist working in process painting and material studies. She is interested in
material-oriented phenomena and trace as energy in materialities. Her work is characterised by a monochromatic and
organic aesthetic that highlights the communicative potential of materialities.
Hertel graduated from the University of Barcelona with a BFA in Contemporary Art Practices in 2016 and has since been
working as an artist in Europe and Asia. In 2020, she commenced an MA in Fine Arts at LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore.
Hertel’s first solo exhibition, Energeia, was held at the Galeria Antoni Pinyol in Spain in 2018. Followed by Chromatic Density at
Kunstverein Edel Extra in Germany and 熔荟 / Fused Deposition at the Shenzhen Fine Art Institute in China, both in 2019.
Selected recent group exhibitions include Límits at Subsòl Espai d’Art (2020, Barcelona), The Ghost in Walls at ITALIC (2020,
Berlin) and abstrAKTION at DD55 Gallery (2019, Cologne). Future engagements include an artist residency in the United States
(2021, Kunstraum LLC, New York City).

victoriahertel.com
Instagram: @victoria_hertel
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Zoya Chaudhary

In/difference

Video on loop, duration:
4mins 28secs, 2021

And people are happy...

6 suspended canvas cut-out
panels with single-channel video
projections; dimensions variable,
duration: 2mins 9secs, 2021
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Zoya Chaudhary

Zoya Chaudhary (b. India) has been a resident of Singapore for the last nine years. Working across mediums including
installation, video, collage and painting, Chaudhary’s practice focuses on perception and its fragmentation in today’s media
informed world. She is interested in the idea of the origins of information being filtered through various apparatus as it passes
through the changing realities of human subjectivity. The porosity or transparency of the surfaces in her works is tied to the
idea of extended physical boundaries between people, objects and information. Her works begin with the personal, and then
build to consider ways the personal interacts with a larger public narrative.
Chaudhary has worked as a graphic designer and illustrator. She has also spent her formative years watching, performing and
designing for several theatre productions. She has been involved in several group exhibitions and art fairs in Singapore and the
Netherlands since 2012. Her first solo exhibition Lost and Found-Singapore was held in August 2018 at Utterly Art, Singapore. Her
painting Thinking Tamil, Talking Singlish, Eating Chinese received the Art Gemini Award 2019.

https://zoyachaudhary.com
Instagram: @zoyachaudhary_studio
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Art in a time of emergency
(needs to be a knife)
Regina De Rozario

Firstly, I would like to thank and congratulate this year’s MA
Fine Arts graduates – Erman, Lizzie, Pratibha, Tianyue,
Victoria, and Zoya – for the work they have done. I am also
grateful to the programme’s academic leads, Ian and Adeline,
for letting me be a part of their tutorials and critique sessions,
as well as for inviting me to share my reflection on this journey
we have taken together.
It is perhaps cruel to use the word ‘journey’ here, given that we
are all still held in place. Held in place but somehow unsettled,
trying to adapt to new ways of working, learning, and being.
Unravelling what it means to make art in a time of emergency,
with the world grappling with a pandemic, as well as with its
numerous environmental, political and economic crises.
Undoubtedly, this has been an exceptionally challenging year
for our candidates as well as our faculty. We had to contend
with a ‘circuit breaker’ lockdown, the closing of borders and of

spaces, and the sudden quieting of cities. The restrictions on
travel have disrupted our routes for rejuvenation and reunion.
We made do by mediating our support for our loved ones and
for each other from a distance, through screens and over time
zones.
Amidst all this, a sense of care was ever present, thanks to
Ian and especially Adeline. We shared our methods of
coping alongside discussions of theory, research frameworks
and artistic processes. Our conversations would often circle
back to our own safe keeping. Questions like “How are you
doing?” or “What’s your plan for tomorrow?” began to bear a
different weight and meaning beyond simple polite inquiry.
They became invitations to connect with each other candidly
about our concerns and fears. Through these entanglements
of working, learning and being together, we could uncover
what we cared about, what we valued.
Slowly, we began to recognise how life’s demands can take
up space within one’s art. We learned to clarify whether
these demands were necessities (that are shaped by purpose)
or urgencies (that are shaped by proximity and time). In
tutorials and supervision sessions we discussed how we might
situate this or that artistic experiment within a particular
social context, aesthetic principle or theoretical paradigm.
From there our candidates began to develop their own

language — that is, their own visual, material or performative
approaches — to show us how their lives and concerns have
been situated within their explorations and experiments.
It is important to be aware that this process of reflexively
learning through doing extends beyond art school.
Progressively, artists learn the following: one, that making
choices in practice is not only about what materials and
techniques to use, or proving that one is committed and
disciplined. It is about choosing a position or perspective
that one cares about and wants to care for. Two, to make
these choices is to consider how practice is situated in one’s
life, and vice versa. It is to allow for acts of life and acts of
artistic practice to meld and become indiscernible from
one another.
For most art students (and even practising artists) who are
used to compartmentalising what we do in art and what we do
in life, these explorations may be dissonant at first but they
eventually do ease into some understanding over time. For
this year’s graduates, there has been no easing in. With the
pandemic encircling their everyday, they have essentially lived
through a fast-tracked and intensified version of seeing how
life and art collide. The necessity of having to find one’s
language to make sense of it all became clear quite quickly.
What they have managed to gather here in this graduation

showcase is a beginning of that language — made tangible
through an array of words, materials, shapes, figures,
gestures, and frames that have been chosen with care, and
honed through a closer understanding of what they value.
Perhaps it is because of this environment of intense
reflection that there is a deep interiority that permeates
each graduate’s works this year. Unlike the cohorts in the
preceding years, none of the artists here have attempted to
work in the outdoors, nor have they included drawings,
photographs or other references to wider physical landscapes.
The sense of ‘the city,’ which ironically we cannot escape
from, seems to be largely diffused if not absent altogether.
What shows up are recognisable domestic spaces — such as
references to bedrooms, study areas, kitchens, living rooms,
as well as abstract and narrative spaces drawn from fantasy
and imagination.
What does this retreat into interiority mean? One could
interpret it as an inquiry into the immediate and familiar.
Some of the works speak to the materials, rituals and
patterns of the everyday, down to their basic acts and
fragments — cutting, collecting, moulding, arranging and
reconstructing. These provide some relief in their repetitive
and meditative quality, but also suggest notions of exhaustion,
ambition, tension and obfuscation. Some other works call our
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attention to recognisable figures and forms — from an assembly of diligent students to an assemblage of female character
types. While familiar at first, they suggest that we take a closer
look at conventions and environments that these figures tend
to be framed by and bound to.
Another interpretation would be to see this retreat as a
pause before a return to ‘the real world.’ I am conscious that
they, especially in this last semester, have also been concerned
about their next steps beyond art school. How might they
situate their art, not only in their own lives, but in the world’s
larger complexity? Why should their artistic labours be given
room, time and recognition? What is the point, while the
world struggles?
There are as many answers to this as there are artists, critics
and audiences. Tied to that, the demands of the world on
artists are quite different. Our graduates will soon learn that,
unlike in art school, much of our immediate world would not
have the necessary language to relay what artists do for them.
For some, art is a means of expression, of healing, comfort and
hope. For others, art is about sheer entertainment, spectacle.
Beautiful things, nice things; to hold one’s interest in the empty
hour; to stave off boredom or distract from the unpleasantries
and vexations of the everyday. And these are perfectly fine and
authentic responses.

In the light of this, I hope our graduates remember that they
had to find this language themselves. Remember how, in their
retreat from the world, they spent time on the questions of why
and how they practise. That their art was not just about working but about being — an occupation of the heart and mind,
but also a necessity shaped by purpose and care.
In an article in The Times during the Great Recession of 2008,
author Jeanette Winterson had this to say about art’s worth in
a time of crisis: “Art is its own territory with its own values, and
its worth to us is in its capacity to reach into the inarticulate
or unsaid or unspoken or muffled, silenced self, lost under
everyday pressures and muted by a false belief in the surface
of life as the whole of life.”

to be a salve. I believe that art needs to be a knife, wielded with
care; to whittle and hone, to make incisive cuts, to carve new
pathways, to puncture conventions, to scrape and then study
what is revealed.
Cutting, and then collecting, moulding, arranging
and reconstructing.
Acts of artistic practice no longer discernible from acts of life.

Winterson’s words remain resonant today in this continued
time of ambiguity and anxiety — of reflecting upon the systems and power dynamics that are unjust, and of seeing how
they may be made fairer, dismantled or replaced.
As a further provocation, I direct the following questions
to our graduates: What might your art practice offer in
terms of learning how to care and knowing what to do in these
uncertain times? What new language will you give us to
imagine other possible ways of working, learning, and being?
For most of the world, art in a time of emergency is expected

Regina De Rozario is an artist, writer, and PhD candidate at the National Institute of
Education. Her research interests include psychogeography, urban visual culture and
artistic practices in public space. She is also an adjunct supervisor in the MA Fine Arts
programme at LASALLE College of the Arts.

About the
MA Fine Arts Programme
The MA in Fine Arts is a research-based
programme for artists. The programme provides
a learning environment that prepares students to
achieve a level of professional excellence required
by the demands of the changing landscape of
contemporary art. It also fosters a deep inquiry
into artistic practices through research.
A pioneering programme in Singapore that has
produced numerous award-winning artists working
globally, it features a multidisciplinary teaching
faculty consisting of practising artists, writers and
curators from Singapore and around the world.

It is the only practice-based programme in
Singapore that emphasises a multidisciplinary
approach while generating individual selfdiscipline, knowledge and discoveries that enable
the realisation of students’ artistic vocabulary.

The programme will equip graduates with the
appropriate expertise and academic rigour to
pursue a higher level of independent research work
such as a PhD in any number of arts-related fields.

The MA Fine Arts programme’s core concerns
around contemporary art attract a diverse body of
students who crosses disciplines and geographies
to undertake a critical reflection and contemplation
in art. Whether focusing students’ research area
within a certain mode of expression, or choosing to

work via an interdisciplinary approach, the
programme enables students to acquire critical,
theoretical and historical discourses, and cultivate
their practice through a firm grounding in studio
experimentation and innovation.

The programme prides itself in working
towards the sustainability of an artist by preparing
graduates for a rapidly-evolving art landscape.
Singapore's strategic geographic and culturally
connected position in Southeast Asia, as well as
the country’s investment in arts infrastructure

has created a burgeoning arts industry that not
only offers myriad opportunities for artists but
also facilitates cross-pollination of renowned
artistic talent and contemporary art discourse
to cross-pollinate.

The programme's stellar, dedicated faculty spans
a wide range of academic and artistic backgrounds.
Accomplished academics and artists in their
own right, they provide students with individualised
attention and support alongside a distinguished
roster of guest lecturers, international artists,
curators and critics amidst the vibrant ecosystem
of fellow candidates.

Through such a rich context and diverse
international exposure, students will have
ample opportunities to further contemporary
art discourses through their own research and
practice, and graduate with global appeal.
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